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Elas%city
In this newsle7er we are going to talk about something that a lot of economics
students ﬁnd very diﬃcult and that’s ElasAcity. The main reason that students ﬁnd
this topic diﬃcult is that they do not know what elasAcity even is. So ﬁrstly, lets look
at the deﬁniAon.
Price Elas%city of Demand: Measures the percentage change in the demand for a
good caused by the percentage change in the price of that good.
In analysing this deﬁniAon we will look at two diﬀerent demand curves.
Diagram 1
Diagram 2

Price

Price

P1
P2
D
Q1

Q2 QuanAty

D
Q1 Q2

QuanAty

1) The ﬁrst thing that we must address is that there is no elasAcity to be measured
unless price has changed. So price must have changed in the ﬁrst place.
2) We can see that following the exact same change in price (like the one above)
there has been a diﬀerent change in the quanAty demanded. The diﬀerence
between Q1 and Q2 in diagram 1 is far bigger then diﬀerence between Q1 and Q2
in diagram 2.
3) Lets look at the changes in quanAty demanded. For diagram 1, the change in
quanAty is Q2 - Q1 (the red line). For diagram 2, the change in quanAty is Q2 - Q1
(the red line).
4) Any demand curve can tell us how much quanAty demanded has changed
following a price change so that is not what elasAcity is. We need to look at
percentage changes.
5) For both diagrams, the percentage change is quanAty demanded is the red line
divided by the blue line (The change in QD (red line) over the iniAal QD (blue line).
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6) Point 5 will tell us the percentage change is QD. This is essenAally what elasAcity
is. The formula (shown below) tells us what the percent quanAty demanded will
change if price changes by one percent.

If our answer to the PED formula is -3, this means that, if price rises by 1%, quanAty
demanded will fall by 3%.
If our answer to the PED formula is -0.5, this means that, if price falls by 1%, quanAty
demanded will rise by 0.5%.
The minus sign means that the good in quesAon is a normal good and as such obeys
the law of demand.
Lets look at a few past paper quesAons.
LC Hons 2010 Q1 b(ii)
The PED for the so\ drink “Quencher” has been calculated at -3.8. Using you
knowledge of PED, explain the economic meaning of this ﬁgure.
Answer
1) The sign is minus. This means that the good is a normal good and as such obeys
the law of demand.
2) This good is price elasAc (The PED ﬁgure is greater than 1). As it is an elasAc good,
this means that the percentage change in quanAty demanded is greater than the
percentage change in price.
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e sub-divisions in the questions.

a)

(i) LC Economics
Explain, with the aid of an example, the ‘Law of Demand’.
www.thebusinessguys.ie©
(ii) LC Hons
State2008
andQ1
explain
three exceptions to the ‘Law of Demand’.
(20 marks)
b(iii)

b)

The data below represents the market demand and supply schedules for MP3 Players.

c)

a)

b)

c)

Price
€
20

Quantity Demanded
(units)
100

Quantity Supplied
(units)
20

30

80

40

40

60

60

50

40

80

60

20

100

(i)

Using the above data, draw the diagram showing the market demand and supply
curves
for calculate
MP3 Players.
Using
this data,
the Price ElasAcity of Demand when price changes from
(ii) €40 Show
diagram
the is
price
and quantity
ofgood
MP3elasAc
Players
at which this market
to €50.on
Foryour
this price
change,
the demand
for this
or InelasAc?
equilibrium.
(iii)Answer
Using this data, calculate the price elasticity of demand when price changes
from €40 to €50. (Show all your workings).
For this price change, is demand for MP3 Players elastic or inelastic? Explain your
answer.
(30 m
(i)
With reference to your diagram in 1(b) (i), assume that consumer demand for MP3
Players increases by 40 units at each price listed above, while supply remains
unchanged, draw the new demand curve for this situation and show the new equilib
price and quantity.
(ii)
Explain two possible reasons for the shift in the demand curve.
(25 m
[75 m
Explain, with the aid of a diagram, the long run equilibrium position for a monopoly firm
which seeks to maximise profits.
PED = -1.8
(25 m
1) The sign is minus. This means that the good is a normal good and as such obeys
(i)
Define
discrimination.
the
law ofprice
demand.
(ii) 2) This
Explain
three
discrimination,
using
examples
in each case.
good is
pricetypes
elasAcof
asprice
its PED
is greater than 1.
As itsuitable
is an elasAc
good, this
(20 m
means that the percentage change in quanAty demanded is greater than the
(i)
State and change
explaininthree
to entry
entrants
a monopoly
percentage
price.barriers
If the price
of thisfacing
good rose
by 1%,tothe
quanAty market.
(ii) demanded
Deregulation
wouldoffallmarkets
by 1.8%.(i.e. allowing more suppliers of a good or service into the
market) is a continuing development in the Irish economy e.g. energy, mobile phon
transport etc.
Explain how deregulation could affect:
(i)
Consumers of the good/service;
(ii) Traynor
Employees in the industry;
Jonathan
(iii) Profits of existing firms.
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(30 m

Note the sub-divisions in the questions.
1.

(a)

Explain
LC (i)
Economics

the Equi-Marginal Principle of consumer behaviour.
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State and explain three other economic assumptions used to analyse consumer behaviour.
LC Hons 2012 Q1 b
(25)
(ii)

(b)

A manufacturer of three different products calculates the price elasticity of demand (PED) for
each product as follows:
Product A: -2.8

Product B: -1.0

Product C: -0.5

The manufacturer wishes to maximise its revenues. Explain in respect of each of these
products, what change, if any, the manufacturer should make in the prices currently being
charged to enable it to achieve its aim.
Illustrate your answers with the aid of a demand curve for each product.
(30)
(c)

You are
given thequesAons
followinglike
information
about
certain
products:six points. These points
When
answering
these, you
have
to menAon
are
Cross Elasticity of Demand between Product X & Product A = -0.8
1) The Price Change
Cross Elasticity of Demand between Product X & Product B = +3.2
ElasAcity
of theofGood
2) The Cross
Elasticity
Demand between Product X & Product C = -1.6
DeﬁniAon
of the
of eachProduct
types of
3) The Cross
Elasticity
of ElasAcity
Demand between
X good.
& Product D = +0.5
4) The Eﬀect of your answer to point 1 on Total Revenue
Which
of the products above are substitutes for Product X? Explain your answer.
the Graph
5) (i)Draw
(ii)
Which
product
is the
to itProduct
X? Explain
your answer.
Sign of
thecloser
good complement
and whether
is normal
or giﬀen.
6) MenAon the

(20)

[75 marks]
2.

(a)

(i)
(ii)

(b)

(i)
(ii)

(c)

Explain the reason for the shape of the demand curve of an individual firm in perfect
competition.
Outline two advantages of perfect competition.
(20)
Explain, with the aid of a labelled diagram, the equilibrium position of a firm in short
run perfect competition.
With the aid of labelled diagrams, explain the impact which the entry of new firms
would have on the market and on the equilibrium position of the firm.
(35)

Contrast the characteristics of perfect competition with monopoly under the following headings:
Barriers to entry;
Profits in the long run;
Economies of scale;
Price discrimination.

(20)
[75 marks]
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Point 6 is not shown here but I think that it is a good idea to include anyway in case
the marking scheme could change in the future
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For analytical purposes economists make certain assumptions about consumer behaviour.
LCState
Honsand
2006
Q1 bFOUR principal assumptions.
explain
(15 marks)
A manufacturer of three different products calculates the price elasticity of demand for each
product as follows:
Product X: -1.5

Product Y: -1.0

Product Z: -0.3

The company wishes to maximise its revenues. Explain in respect of each of these products,
what change, if any, the company should make in the prices currently being charged to enable
b) A manufacturer
of three
products calculates the price elasticity of demand for each product as
it to achieve
itsdifferent
aim.
follows:
(30 marks)
Product X: - 1.5
Product Y: -1.0
Product Z:
-0.3
The
wishes tobuys
maximise
itsof
revenues.
in price
respect
eachBof
(c)company
A consumer
10 units
Good AExplain
when the
of of
Good
is these
€5. products, what change, if
Answer
any, the company
should
make
in
the
prices
currently
being
charged
to
enable
it achieve
its aim.
When the price of Good B rises to €6 (the price of Good A remaining
unchanged)
the (30 marks)
consumer buys 14 units of Good A.
Type of(i)
Elasticity
(ii)

Product X: - 1.5
Product Y: -1.0
Product Z:
-0.3
Elastic
Unit Elastic
Inelastic
Define cross elasticity of demand.
because
PED > 1 formula,Because
=1
because
PED
< 1 for
Using an appropriate
calculatePED
this consumer’s
cross
elasticity
of demand
Good A. Show
Decrease
priceyour workings.
Leave price unchanged Increase price

Price
Is Good A a substitute for, or a complement to, Good B? Explain your reasoning.
Change(iii)
(30 marks)
Comparison Because:
Because:
Because:
[75
marks]
the % ↑ in demand
the % ∆ in demand
the % ↑ in price

exceeds
the % ↓ in price

equals
the % ∆ in price

exceeds
the % ↓ in demand

Effect
(a) on
State and explain THREE key features of an oligopolistic market.
Total
This will increase
Will remain unchanged
This will increase
(15 marks)
Revenue
(b)
With the aid of ONE clearly labelled diagram:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

c)

10 marks
10 marks
graded
graded
Explain the
shape of the ‘kinked demand
curve’ under oligopoly.

10 marks
graded

Explain the long run equilibrium position of a firm facing a ‘kinked demand curve’.
Explain what is meant by the term ‘rigidity of prices’ under a ‘kinked demand curve’.

A consumer buys 10 units of Good A when the price of Good B is €5.
When the price of Good B rises to €6 (the price of Good A remaining unchanged) the consumer buys 14(35
units
of A.
marks)
This cross
is a quesAon
2006 which is virtually idenAcal to the quesAon above from
(i) Define
elasticity from
of demand.
(ii) Using
appropriate
calculate
this consumer’s
elasticity
of demand
for Good
A. Show
we can formula,
see, there
wasofmore
askedwhich
forcross
inmay
the
Marking
in 2012
then workings.
(c) 2012.
(i)an As
Explain
THREE
types
collusion
occur
in anScheme
oligopolistic
market.
(iii) Is there
Good A
a
substitute
for,
or
complement
to,
Good
B?
Explain
your
choice.
was here. This just goes to show that the Marking Scheme can change and as (30 marks)

(ii)

Do you believe that the Irish retail market for banking services (e.g. personal current

such the accounts.)
six points operates
from theunder
previous
page should
be included.
oligopolistic
conditions?
Explain your answer.

i) Cross Elasticity measures

(25 marks)
[75 marks]

We can see
that all the goods
are in
minus
so for point
yougood,
should write
The percentage
/ proportionate
change
the demand
for 6one
“The
is minus./This
means thatchange
the good
a normal
as such
caused by
thesign
percentage
proportionate
in isthe
price ofgood
otherand
goods.
10obeys
marks graded

(ii)

the law of demand.”.
4 ofyou
8 full marks for point 6.
The bold sentence above is enoughPage
to get
Δ QA
Δ PB

X

PB1 + PB2
QA1 + QA2

Jonathan
+ 4 X Traynor
5 +

+1

6
10 + 14

(44)
(24)

Δ QA______

÷

½ (QA1 + QA2)
____ +4____
½ (10 + 14)

Δ PB_____

½ (PB1 + PB2)

÷

+ 1____Page 5 of 20
½ (5 + 6)

(i)
LC Economics

Using the above data, draw the diagram showing the market demand and ma
curves for the soft drink YQuencherW. Clearly mark
the point of equilibrium
www.thebusinessguys.ie©
equilibrium price and quantity.

Determinants of PED
As we have
from the
notes,
therefor
arethe
certain
goods
a lot to changes
(ii) seen
Explain
what
it means
market
Yto that
be inreact
equilibriume.
in Price (ElasAc Demand) and there are certain goods that react only a li7le to a
change (iii)
in Price
(InelasAc).
Below
are the listfell,
of reasons
WHY
is elasAc
Assume
costs
of production
resulting
in aangood
extra
20,000orunits supplied a
InelasAc.
of the above listed prices. With reference to your diagram in 1(a) (i) above an

that demand remains unchanged, draw the new supply curve. Clearly indicat

LC Hons 2010point
Q1 b(i)
of equilibrium and the new equilibrium price and quantity.

(b)

(i)
(ii)

Outline four factors which affect price elasticity of demand (PED).
The PED for the soft drink YQuencherW has been calculated at -3.8
Answer(b) (i) Outline
four factors
which
affect price elasticity
Using
your
knowledge
ofof demand
PED,(PED).
explain the economic meaning of this figure.
(ii) The PED for the soft drink EQuencher< has been calculated at - 3.8
Using your knowledge of PED, explain the economic meaning of this figure.

(c)

(30 marks)

Many
health advisors wish to reduce the consumption of soft drinks. Advise the M
1. The availability of close substitutes.
Whenand
a goodChildren
has a close substitute
and its price is
increased the demand
for the that
good will
Health
on possible
economic
actions
thebe elastic
Government could take
because people will switch to the cheaper substitute.
the consumption
of softand
drinks.
Where a good has no substitutes
its price is increased there is no substitute to switch to and so it will
be inelastic.
The closer the substitutability between goods the more consumers will tend to switch their purchasing
behaviour in response to a change in relative prices and thus the greater will be PED.

2.

(a)

2. Complementary
(i)
State andgoods.
explain three assumptions underlying the theory of monopoly.
If the good in question is the cheaper of two goods, which are in joint demand, then the demand for it is
(ii) likely
Outline
twoinelastic
possible
advantages
as a market structure.
to be relatively
in response
to changes in itsof
ownmonopoly
price.
3. Is the commodity a luxury or necessity?

(b)

It is not vital that one should possess luxuries and therefore the PED for them will be relatively elastic.

Iarnród
Eireann
Rail)
isbuythe
state
monopoly
in the soprovision
of rail transport
Necessities
are vital (Irish
for life d people
must
them
even when
their price is increased,
their PED
will
be
relatively
inelastic.
operates a system of price discrimination in setting some of its prices.
4. The proportion of income which is spent on the commodity.
(i)
Explain the underlined term, giving one example as practiced by Iarnród Eire
In general the greater the proportion of income which is spent on a good, the more elastic the demand
for
it is likely
to be,explain
in response to
a changeconditions
in its own price. Anecessary
rise of 50% in thefor
priceprice
of a boxdiscrimination
of
(ii) State
and
three
to take
matches is unlikely to have a significant effect on its demand.

(c)

5. The durability of the commodity.

Thesuitably
more durable the
commodity,diagram(s),
the more elastic is the
demand for it the
likely long
to be in response
to a
Using
labelled
compare
run equilibrium
position of
change in its own price.
monopoly
that
ofinaprice,
perfectly
competitive
firm
(assuming
both operate un
If productsfirm
such as with
motorcars
increase
it is likely that
the public will extend
the life
of their
existing
model
and
postpone
the
purchase
of
a
replacement.
cost conditions) under the following headings:
6. Expectations as to future changes in price.
and
Output;
If,Price
in the face
of a price
reduction, the public considers that prices are likely to fall even further, they
may wait for the further reduction in price, in which case demand may not be very elastic on the initial
Profits;
price reduction.
Efficiency.
7. The length
of time allowed for adjustment to price changes.
In the long run, demand is more elastic as consumers have time to adjust to a change in price.
If the price of electricity rose by 80% a consumer may economise on the use of various appliances in the
short term. In the long term the consumer will have to consider substituting other forms of energy. The
demand will at first be highly inelastic but as time goes on will become more elastic

8. Consumer habits / brand loyalty.

Page
4 of
8 habit or loyalty to that brand.
A consumer may become strongly attached to a particular
product
through
An increase in price for that good will not cause him/her to consume less of the product or to switch to
cheaper substitutes. The demand for such goods will therefore be price inelastic.

9. Number of alternative uses the good has.
A commodity which has a large number of uses will usually have a relatively elastic demand. For
example sugar is used in direct consumption, sweetening purposes, baking, food processing etc. Any
increase in the price of sugar may only result in a small fall in its demand in each of these markets but
the total drop overall may be significant.

4 points at 5 marks each: State: 2 marks. Explain: 3 marks.

Jonathan Traynor
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As we can see from the above list, you need four points. Just to be safe, I would
(i)ONE
monetary
and fiscal
policy;
(b)
(ii) ﬁve.
State
revenue
opportunity
and
ONE
expenditureasopportunity
for the
fromthat
this
learn
Each
pointpolicy
is
equally
as
acceptable
each other
sogovernment
learn oﬀarising
the ﬁve
(ii)
progressive
taxation
and
regressive
taxation;
increased revenue.
make the(iii)
most
sense toand
you.
tax avoidance
tax evasion.
(30 marks)

REVENUE opportunity
EXPENDITURE opportunity
Also,
it
is
important
to
note
that
when
making
a
point
inina the
list
in economics,
like the
(b) There
has been
an increase
from taxation
year. services.
Reduce
Income
taxes in government income
Increase
spending
onpast
hospitals
one above,
have
state
theservices
point
andIncrease
then explain
it. on education.
(i) you
Outline
THREE
reasons
for
this outcome.
Reduce
VAT
ontogoods
and
spending
(ii) State
ONE Duties
revenue opportunity and ONE
expenditure
opportunity
for the government
Reduce
Stamp
Increase
pay for
public servants
arising from this increased income. Which of these would you consider a priority?
excise
Improve the state’s infrastructure.
LC HonsReduce
2005 Q4
c duties on petrol
Explain your choice.

(c)

(25 marks)

Which of these would you consider a priority?
Explain how an understanding by the Minister for Finance of the concept of Price Elasticity of
Demand would
help in setting
of indirect
taxation. Use
examples to
illustrate
Candidates
may choose
either levels
a revenue
or expenditure
opportunity
and
justifyyour
theiranswer.
choice.
(20 marks)
[75marks]
10 marks graded.

Even though this quesAon is technically part of the tax quesAon, it is no harm to look
at it here.
(c) Explain how an understanding by the Minister for Finance of the concept Price Elasticity of Demand
would help is setting levels of indirect taxation. Use examples to illustrate your answer.

(20 marks)

A knowledge of the concept of Price Elasticity of Demand could help the Minister for Finance in setting levels of
indirect tax in two main ways:

1. How to raise more revenue from indirectPage
taxation
5 of 7levels.

An increase in indirect taxation on a commodity will only lead to increased tax revenue if the demand for the
commodity is inelastic.

Example: Price inelastic commodities [alcohol and cigarettes].
If the demand for these commodities is price inelastic then by increasing the VAT rate on these commodities, the
Government will earn additional revenue because the percentage decrease in demand is less than the percentage
increase in selling price.

2. How to reduce the consumption of ‘harmful’ commodities.
Increasing the rate of indirect taxation on certain (elastic) commodities may help the government to reduce the
consumption of commodities which may have high social costs. If the Minister knows they are elastic
commodities, then by increasing VAT rates, the demand for these goods will fall, thus helping to achieve this
objective.

Example: Price elastic commodities.
While an increase in the rate of indirect tax may not bring in additional revenue (due to the drop in demand) the
aim of reducing consumption of these commodities may be achieved.

20 marks: 2 reasons at 5 marks graded. 2 examples at 5 marks graded.

13
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Income Elas%city of Demand

Again, the most important thing when talking about anything to do with ElasAcity is
what does the deﬁniAon mean or what is it trying to measure? We will look at the
deﬁniAon ﬁrst and then use a few graphs.
Income Elas%city of Demand: Measures the percentage change in the demand for a
good caused by the percentage change of the income of the consumer.
If income changes by 1%, what percent does quanAty demanded change by?
A few things to noAce from the start.
1) The thing that has caused the change in YED is a change in income. Price has not
changed. We are measuring how a change in income causes a change in quanAty
demanded.
2) We should know from our study of demand, that a change in income causes a
shi\ in the demand curve. However the direcAon of the shi\ will depend on
whether the good in quesAon is a Normal Good or an Inferior Good.
3) A Normal Good is a good with what is called a “PosiAve Income Eﬀect”. Demand
for normal goods rises as income rises and falls as income falls. EssenAally you
buy more normal goods as you get richer. When you get richer the demand curve
for Normal Goods shi\s out. When you get poorer the demand curve for Normal
Goods shi\s inwards. See diagram on below.

Price

Increase in Income for a Normal Good

P1

D1
Q1
Jonathan Traynor

Q2

D2
QuanAty
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Decrease in Income for a Normal Good

Price

P1

D1
Q2

Q1

D2
QuanAty

4) An Inferior Good is a good with what is called a “NegaAve Income Eﬀect”. Demand
for inferior goods falls as income rises and rises as income falls. EssenAally you buy
less inferior goods as you get richer. When you get richer the demand curve for
Inferior Goods shi\s in. When you get poorer the demand curve for Inferior Goods
shi\s outwards. See diagram on below.
Increase in Income for an Inferior Good

Price

P1

D1
Q2
Jonathan Traynor

Q1

D2
QuanAty
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Decrease in Income for an Inferior Good

P1

D1
Q1

Q2

D2
QuanAty

Now lets look at some LC QuesAons.
LC Hons 2002 Q3

Jonathan Traynor
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Answer
(i) Income ElasAcity of Demand measures the percentage change in quanAty
demanded for one good caused by the percentage change in the consumer’s
income.
b. (i)
YED is usually posiAve.
This means that as income increases, quanAty demanded increases.
These goods are normal goods.
E.g. YED for Foreign Holidays. 5 Marks Graded.
YED is someAmes NegaAve
This means that as income rises, quanAty demanded falls.
These goods are inferior goods.
E.g. YED for potatoes is negaAve. 5 Marks Graded.
b (ii)
This good is a Normal Good.
Let the consumers income = €100. The consumer spends €40 on the good before the
increase in income (40% of €100 is €40)
The consumers income is doubled (so now the consumer earns €200) and the
consumer spends 30% on the good. This means that the consumer spends €60 on
the good now( 30% of €200 is €60).
We were told in the quesAon that prices have remained unchanged, so €60 will buy
more of the good than €40.
In short, as the confers income increased, the consumer bought more.
The good is a normal good (as the consumer got richer, the consumer bought more).
NOTE: I have added to this Marking Scheme in an a7empt to make the explanaAon
more understandable).
c (i)
YED for potatoes Answer = -0.1
Potatoes are an inferior good so they have a negaAve YED
Potatoes are a necessity so they are inelasAc
YED for designer clothes Answer = +2.5
Designer Clothes are a normal good so they have a posiAve YED
Designer Clothes are a luxury so they are income elasAc

Jonathan Traynor
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PED for Airline Seats Answer = -2.8
Airline Seats are a normal good so they have a negaAve PED
Demand for Airline seats are responsive to price changes so they are price elasAc.
NOTE: Students someAmes have diﬃculty with these quesAons.
Try to remember that cheap foods like pasta, rice or potatoes are considered inferior
goods. Therefore they will have a negaAve YED.
Anything that is listed that is expensive (iPhones, designer anything etc) is
considered a luxury so they will be income elasAc.
Things that are necessiAes like medicines or food will be price inelasAc.
d) YED = +1.8, % change in income = 5%
YED X % change in Income = % Change in Demand
1.8 X 5% = 9% increase in demand.
That means that demand will increase by 9%. Sales were 20,000 units. We therefore
need to increase 20,000 by 9%.
1.09 X 20,000 = 21,800 units.
Therefore sales in year two are expected to be 21,800 units
NOTE: All you need to write for this quesAon are the maths parts.

Jonathan Traynor
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following is most likely to have on the above equilibrium position:
•
LC Economics

50% reduction in the price of computer games used with thewww.thebusinessguys.ie©
games console;
• Quota placed on the quantity of games consoles entering Ireland;
LC Hons 2009 Q1
• Government introduce a 2% levy (tax) on all income earned.
(30 marks)
(b)

(i)

Define income elasticity of demand and price elasticity of demand.

(ii)

Which figure stated below is most likely to represent each of the following:
•
•
•

Income elasticity of demand for low price cuts of meat;
Income elasticity of demand for Apple iPhones;
Price elasticity of demand for Petrol.

- 1.6
(b)

(c)

- 0.1

+ 4.3

(i) Define
income
elasticity
of choice
demandinand
price
elasticity of demand. 6 marks
Give
reasons
for your
each
case.

(30 marks)

Income Elasticity of Demand measures

Assume Income elasticity of demand for games consoles is + 2.5 and total sales in 2008 were

The100,000
percentage
units./ proportionate change in the demand for a good
caused by the percentage / proportionate change in income.

Calculate the expected total sales for the year if consumers’ incomes are expected to fall by 8%
in 2009. Show your workings.
Price Elasticity of Demand measures
(15 marks)
The percentage / proportionate change in the demand for a good
[75 marks]

caused
by the
proportionate
change in the
of that
good.
(i)
Define
income /elasticity
of demand
andprice
price
elasticity
Answer
b(i)percentage

(b)
(a)

(i)

of demand. 6 m

State and explain the assumptions underlying the theory of imperfect competition.

Income
Elasticity
of Demand
measures
(ii)(ii) Which
figure
below imperfect
is most
likely
to represent
each
of the
following:
Outline
the stated
advantages
competition
may
offer
consumers.

elasticity of demand
for low price
cuts ofdemand
meat;
marks)
The percentagex /Income
proportionate
change
in the
for a(30
good
x Income elasticity of demand for Apple iPhones;
caused
bywith
thethepercentage
change
in maximising
income.firm to be
(b)
Explain
of a elasticity
diagram /of
inproportionate
each case
conditions
for a profit
xaidPrice
demand
forthe
Petrol.

in equilibrium under imperfect
- 1.6 competition:
- 0.1
(i)
in the short run;
Give reasons for your choice in each case.
(ii)
in the long run.
Answer
b(ii)

Price
Elasticity ofAnswer
Demand measures
Category

+ 4.3
(30 marks)

Reason

The‘Major
percentage
/ proportionate
change
in theSuperValu
demand
a operate
good
(c)
food retailers
in the Irish market, such
as Aldi, Dunnes,
andfor
Tesco
Incomeunder
elasticity
conditions
of Imperfect
Competition’.
caused
by
the percentage
/price
proportionate
change
init the
that
x low
cuts of meat is an inferior
good so
has a price
negative of
YED.
of demand for
- 1.6
x low price cuts of meat is not a necessity so it is income elastic (>1)
low price
cuts
of
meat
Do you agree with this statement? Give reasons for your answer, referring to major food

g

retailers in the Irish market mentioned above.
Income
(ii)elasticity
Which
of demand for
Apple iPhones

Price elasticity
of demand
for Petrol

(15 marks)
stated
below is most likely to represent each of
the
follow
marks]
x Apple iPhones are a normal good so they have a positive [75
YED.

figure
+4.3
Apple Page
iPhones
so they are for
income
elastic
(>1).
4 of 8are a luxury
x x Income
elasticity
of demand
low
price
cuts of mea
x Income elasticity of demand for Apple iPhones;
x Price elasticity of demand for Petrol.
- 0.1

x
x

Petrol is a normal good so it has a negative PED.
Petrol is a necessity so it is price inelastic (<1).

- 1.6

- 0.1

+ 4.3

Give reasons for your choice in each case.
Jonathan Traynor
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3 answers @ 8 marks each = 24 marks

Answer
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Reason

(b) Assume Income elasticity of demand for games consoles is + 2.5 and total sales in 2008 were 100,000

(b) Assume Income elasticity of demand for games consoles is + 2.5 and total sales in 2008 wer
Economics the expected total sales for the year if consumers’www.thebusinessguys.ie©
units.LCCalculate
incomes are expected to fa
2009.Answer
Show cyour workings.

x

If income decreases by 8% then sales will decrease by (8% x 2.5) = 20%.

x

Sales will fall by 20% of 100,000 units = 20,000 units.

x

Sales in 2009 will equal 100,000 – 20,000 = 80,000 units.

15 marks graded

Again, YED X % change in income = % change in QuanAty Demanded.
YED = 2.5
% Change in Income = 8%
% Change in QuanAty Demanded = (2.5 X 8) = 20%

Jonathan Traynor
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Cross Elas%city of Demand

Cross ElasAcity of Demand measure the percentage change in quanAty demanded of
one good caused by a 1% change in the price of another good.
EssenAally there are two diﬀerent types of goods that you are dealing with when we
are looking at CED quesAons. SubsAtutes and compliments.
SubsAtutes are goods that fulﬁl the same funcAon as the good in quesAon. E.g. Coke
and pepsi, Daz and Persil, Starbucks and Insomnia coﬀee.
If the price of a Starbucks coﬀee falls, that means the demand for Insomnia coﬀee
would fall. The reason being that people would buy less insomnia as they start to
buy Starbucks instead.

Price

Increase in the Price of a Subs%tute Good

P1

D1
Q1

Q2

D2
QuanAty

The above represents what would happen to the demand for Starbucks coﬀee if
Insomnia coﬀee raised their prices. This is because there are people who were
previously drinking Insomnia coﬀee started to drink Starbucks following the increase
in Price of the Insomnia brand.

Jonathan Traynor
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Decrease in the Price of a Subs%tute Good

Price

P1

D1
Q2

Q1

D2
QuanAty

The above represents what would happen to the demand for Starbucks coﬀee if
Insomnia coﬀee lowered their prices. This is because there are people who were
previously drinking Starbucks coﬀee started to drink Insomnia following the increase
in Price of the Starbucks brand.
Complements are goods that are used in Joint Demand.
E.g. Petrol and Cars, Cigare7es and Lighters, Cereal and Milk.
If there price of petrol falls, the cost of driving becomes cheaper. As such, following a
fall in the price of petrol we would expect the demand for cars to rise.
Similarly, if the price of petrol rises, the cost of driving has increased. As such we
would expect the demand for cars to fall, or at least the demand for big cars that use
more petrol to fall.
See the diagrams on the following page.

Jonathan Traynor
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Decrease in the Price of a Complement

P1

D1
Q1

Q2

D2
QuanAty

Increase in the Price of a Complement

Price

P1

D1
Q2

Jonathan Traynor
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The formula by which the Cross ElasAcity of Demand (CED) is measured is

SECTION B (300 Marks)

er Four questions.
the answers in your answer book(s).
ot write answers to Section B on this question paper.
uestions carry equal marks (75 marks).
the sub-divisions in the questions.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Where
P = Original Price of good A
For 1A
analytical purposes economists make certain assumptions about consumer behaviour.
P
= New
priceFOUR
of good
A
2A
State and
explain
principal
assumptions.
(15 marks)
Q1B = Original QuanAty demanded of good B
Q2B = New quanAty demanded of good B
A manufacturer of three different products calculates the price elasticity of demand for each
∆QB = Change in quanAty demanded of good B
product
as follows:
∆PA = Change in Price of good A
Product X: -1.5
Product Y: -1.0
Product Z: -0.3
Lets look at a few quesAons
The company wishes to maximise its revenues. Explain in respect of each of these products,
what change, if any, the company should make in the prices currently being charged to enable
LCachieve
Hons 2006
Q1 (c)
it to
its aim.
(30 marks)
A consumer buys 10 units of Good A when the price of Good B is €5.
When the price of Good B rises to €6 (the price of Good A remaining unchanged) the
consumer buys 14 units of Good A.
(i)
(ii)

(a)
(b)

Define cross elasticity of demand.
Using an appropriate formula, calculate this consumer’s cross elasticity of demand for
Good A. Show your workings.
(iii) Is Good A a substitute for, or a complement to, Good B? Explain your reasoning.
(30 marks)
[75 marks]
(i) The percentage change in the demand for one good caused by the percentage
change in price of another good.
(ii) P1A = €5, P2A = €6, Q1B = 10, Q2B = 14.
State and explain THREE key features of an oligopolistic market.
NOTE: We can see that when the price of the good A rose, the demand for good
(15Bmarks)
rose.
seediagram:
that the good is a subsAtute.
With
theWe
aid should
of ONEstraight
clearly away
labelled
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Explain the shape of the ‘kinked demand curve’ under oligopoly.
Explain the long run equilibrium position of a firm facing a ‘kinked demand curve’.
Explain what is meant by the term ‘rigidity of prices’ under a ‘kinked demand curve’.
(35 marks)

(c)

Jonathan Traynor

(i)
(ii)
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Explain THREE types of collusion which may occur in an oligopolistic market.
Do you believe that the Irish retail market for banking services (e.g. personal current

1.

(a)

Outline THREE key features of an oligopolistic market and state ONE example of an
oligopolistic market in Ireland.
(20 marks)

LC Economics

www.thebusinessguys.ie©

(b) We With
the aid
of ONE
clearly labelled
can see
from
the answer
on the diagram:
previous page that it is a plus (+) answer. A

posiAve
CEDofalways
means
that
the atwo
are subs%tutes. This
(i) answer
Explaintothethe
shape
the demand
curve
facing
firmgoods
in oligopoly.
(ii) partExplain
relationship
between this demand curve and the firm’s marginal revenue
forms
of our the
answer
to Q (iii).
(iii)

curve.
Explain the long run equilibrium position of this firm.

good
(iii) Good A is a subsAtute good. It has a + sign. This means that as the price of(40
marks)
B increased, the consumer switched from good B to the relaAvely cheaper
(c)
Explain THREE methods by which firms in oligopolistic markets may collude.
alternaAve, good A.
(15 marks)
[75marks]

LC Hons 2003 Q2 (a and b)
2.

(a)

Define (i) price elasticity of demand and (ii) cross elasticity of demand.
In each case, state the formula by which it is measured.
(20 marks)

(b)

When the price of Good X is €27, the quantity demanded of Good Y is 1,200 units. When the
price of Good X falls to €23 (the price of Good Y unchanged) the quantity demanded of Good Y
falls to 800 units.
(i)

Using the cross elasticity of demand formula, calculate the cross elasticity of demand for
Good Y. Show all your workings.

(ii)

Is Good Y a substitute for or complement to Good X? Explain your choice.
(25 marks)

(c) a) A
the following
price elasticities
of demand
goods,
Goodby
X and
(ii)firm
Thehas
percentage
change
in the demand
for for
onetwo
good
caused
theGood Y:

percentage changeGood
in price
of 2.0
another Good
good.Y ….. 0.5
X …..
b) P1X = €27, P2X = €23, Q1Y = 1,200, Q2Y = 800.
What
changes,
if that
any, should
make
in the
selling
price
ofdemand
each of the
NOTE:
We
can see
when the
thefirm
price
of the
good
X fell,
the
forgoods
goodtoYincrease
fell.
overall revenue. Explain your answer.
We should straight away see that the good is a subsAtute.
(30 marks)
[75 marks]

Page 4 of 7

b (ii) Good Y is a subsAtute good. It has a + sign. This means that as the price of Good
X decreased, consumers switched from Goof Y to the relaAvely cheaper alternaAve
Good X.
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)

)

)

)

The manufacturer wishes to maximise its revenues. Explain in respect of each of these
products, what change, if any, the manufacturer should make in the prices currently being
LC Economics
www.thebusinessguys.ie©
charged to enable it to achieve its aim.
Illustrate
your2012
answers
(30)
LC Hons
Q1 Cwith the aid of a demand curve for each product.
You are given the following information about certain products:
Cross Elasticity of Demand between Product X & Product A =
Cross Elasticity of Demand between Product X & Product B =
Cross Elasticity of Demand between Product X & Product C =
Cross Elasticity of Demand between Product X & Product D =
(i)
(ii)

-0.8
+3.2
-1.6
+0.5

Which of the products above are substitutes for Product X? Explain your answer.
Which product is the closer complement to Product X? Explain your answer.

(20)

[75 marks]
(i) Products B and D are subsAtutes to Product X. This is because subsAtutes have a
(i) Explain the reason for the shape of the demand curve of an individual firm in perfect
posiAve CED, which means that as the price of Product X rises, the demand for
competition.
product
and D rises.
(ii) Outline
two Badvantages
of perfect competition.
(20)
(ii) Product C is the closer compliment to Product X. Product C has the highest
(i) Explain,
with value
the aidofofthe
a labelled
diagram,
theCequilibrium
of a firm in short
numerical
two products
A and
and as suchposition
is the closer
runcompliment.
perfect competition.
(ii) With the aid of labelled diagrams, explain the impact which the entry of new firms
If the price of Product X rises, then the demand for Product C will fall by a
would have on the market and on the equilibrium position of the firm.
(35)
greater percentage then the demand for product A.
Contrast the characteristics of perfect competition with monopoly under the following headings:
Conclusion
Barriers
entry;at in the newsle7er is all the diﬀerent types of quesAons that
What we
have to
looked
Profits in the long run;
have been asked on the ElasAcity topic in the last 16 years. Make sure to look over
Economies of scale;
the notes
there are any parts that you don’t understand.
Priceif discrimination.
(20)

I hope this helps and the very best of luck in your study!!!!

[75 marks]
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